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ABSTRACT
WSN is the union of set of thousands of small sensor nodes, which have limited the capability of sensing,
computing, and channeling the information in the network. Key pre distribution management is the most
essential cryptographic in every kind of applications where security is worried. In recent years, there are
many schemes proposed for the security, one of the central issues of these schemes is the key pre
distribution management. In this paper, we classify the existing solutions and describe the key pre
distribution techniques; we distinguish some advantages and disadvantages of those. In addition, we
characterized all of the schemes by useful and useless properties of these. In order to categorize them, we
draw taxonomy and table charts.
Keywords: Wireless Sensor Networks, Key Management, Key Pre Distribution.
1

INTRODUCTION

A WSN is compromised by a large number of
tiny sensor nodes with limited computation
capacity, storage space, and power resource. The
nodes in a WSN should be able to intercommunicate with each other in order to amass data and relay
it to a base station in a secure good way. Key management is one of the crucial parts for security. The
main goal of the key pre distribution scheme is to
provide secure communication between sensor to
sensor, a group of sensor and sensor to the base
station. These are known as broadcast, multicast
and unicast respectively, where sensor nodes are
randomly broken up in belligerently environments.
Several researchers have categorized the key pre
distribution into three categories: probabilistic,
deterministic and hybrid. In this paper, we present
some key pre-distribution approach in a WSN. We
briefly note a few of these at once.
For security problems cryptographic keys should
be injected in the sensor nodes, which can carry on
communication securely. Hence key management
becomes of extreme importance in sensor networks
[26, 45]. For instance, in [30] a tree of keys is built
for the hierarchical network, where the keys at a
certain level are passed out to the comparable

division of nodes. The keys at higher levels can be
applied to gain the keys at lower levels, but not vice
versa. Expedition data collection, fusion and query
propagation in hostile environments is the main aim
of the hierarchical network.
A good key pre distribution scheme has high
scalability, low storage, and low computational and
communicational costs.
This article consists of six sections. In section 2,
we introduce needful terms and definitions. In
section 3, we classify key pre distribution schemes.
In section 4, we focus on probabilistic approaches
of key pre distribution. In section 5, we concentrate
on deterministic schemes and in section 6; we
describe hybrid approaches of key pre distribution
in WSN. In section 7, we provide performance and
security evaluation for all of the schemes by
taxonomy diagram and table diagram. In section 8,
we gather the conclusion.
2

TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

Sensor networks must arrange several types of
data packets, including packets of routing protocols
and packets of key management protocols. The key
establishment techniques must incorporate the
following properties [1, 3]:
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1. Availability: Insuring that the service provided
by the whole WSN, by any part of it, or by a
single sensor node must be available whenever
needed.
2. Authenticity: Ability for verifying that the
message sent by a node is authentic.
3. Confidentiality:
The
key
establishment
technique should protect the disclosure of data
to unauthorized parties.
4. Integrity: No misrepresentation of data during
transmission.
5. Scalability: The key establishment technique
must allow for the variation in the size of the
network.
6. Flexibility: Key establishment technique should
be useful in multiple applications and allow for
adding nodes at any time.
7. Non-repudiation: Preventing malicious nodes to
cover their actions.
8. Survivability: Ability to offer service in the
event of power failure or attacks.
9. Adaptive security service: Power to change
security levels as resource availability changes.
Security protocols in sensor networks have the
following constraints and demand:
1. Memory: The number of keys must be as low as
possible.
2. Computation overhead: The sum of calculation
for key establishment must be as depressed as
possible.
3. Communication
overhead:
For
key
establishment, the nodes must broadcast as little
information as potential.
4. Scalability: The system must be able to add
more nodes when the demand comes up.
5. Key connectivity: Probability that two sensor
nodes share some common key (or share
intermediate nodes, which partake in common
keys) and thus communicate with each other
must be high.

6. Resistance to node fabrication: The schemes
must be capable to resist node replication to
guard against Sybil attacks [13].
7. Revocation: At that place must be some efficient
means to revoke corrupted nodes.
8. Resilience: Once nodes are captured or
compromised, the shock of the compromise on
the remainder of the network must be as
depressed as possible.
One method to establish secret keys is by using
public-key protocols. Though there are examples of
such schemes [16, 42] using elliptic curves or RSA,
such protocols are rather expensive (especially in
computation requirements in sensors) and require
control and maintenance of keys by base stations
and are hence not applied much in exercise.
Another approach requires the key distribution
center (KDC) which is a resource rich center and
represents as a trusted arbiter for key establishment.
Instances of such scheme include transport layer
security (TLS) [12], security protocols for sensor
networks-SPINS [28], and Kerberos [6]. Kerberos
is an authentication protocol which is based on
Needham and Schroeder’s protocol [24]. In
Kerberos, the trusted server shares long-lived keys
with every node in the network and transmits
session keys to sensor nodes on request. This
method is extremely expensive for message relay so
is not suitable for sensor networks.
The third method is to preload the keys in sensor
nodes prior to deployment, which is called key predistribution. There has been an extensive research
on key pre-distribution schemes [6, 29]. In this
chapter, we depict the problem of key predistribution and discuss different key predistribution schemes, pointing out their merits and
demerits.
WSNs use symmetric key mechanism for key
establishment, which consists of the following three
steps.
1. Key pre-distribution: Preloading keys in sensor
nodes prior to deployment. The keys present in a
sensor node constitute the key ring, which is
called key chain of the sensor. A connection
exists between two nodes if they partake in a
common key and therefore can communicate
instantly with each other.
2. Shared-key discovery: Communication protocol
to find shared key(s) between two
communicating nodes.
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3. Path-key establishment: If a common key does
not subsist between two communicating nodes,
then a route has to be ground between the
transmitting nodes.
This path is composed of links among nodes
sharing common keys. A path-key S. Ruj et al. is
generated and communicated through the
established path. The two communicating nodes
communicate with each other utilizing the path-key.
Key pre-distribution in WSN can be performed in
any of the following three ways.
3

CLASSIFICATION OF KEY PRE
DISTRIBUTION SCHEMES

There are several approaches in which we can
classify key pre distribution schemes in WSN by
considering various factors. Key pre distribution
schemes in WSN can be classify broadly into
probabilistic, deterministic and hybrid solutions.
1. Probabilistic: Key rings are randomly taken out
from a key pool and located in the sensor nodes.
Two nodes have communication with each other
with certain probability.
2. Deterministic: Key chains are placed on sensor
nodes following some definite form.
3. Hybrid: Is a combination of the above two
approaches.
In discussing key pre-distribution, it is significant
to discuss shared-key discovery and path-key
establishment, because key pre-distribution is
incomplete without the two. A naive approach to
pre-distribute keys is to employ a single master key
in all the nodes. Thus each node can communicate
with every other node in the network using this
common key. This strategy is most effective in
terms of memory. Nevertheless, each node is a
single point of failure that brings the whole network
down. Along the other extreme, consider a network
of N nodes, each node containing N − 1 keys,
sharing one key with each of the other N − 1 nodes
in the network. Such nodes are supposed to share
pair wise keys. This guarantees that any node is
linked to all other nodes in the network. More
significantly, the compromise of one or more nodes
does not regard the connection between any other
uncompromised nodes. However, since sensors
have limited storage, this alternative may not be
viable for large sensor networks. Therefore, in that
respect is a tradeoff between the memory board,
key connectivity, and resiliency.

Resilience shows how robust the network is
against node capture attacks. In these attacks node
capture leads to the revelation of node’s key set and
all the keys belonging to compromised nodes
known keys to eavesdrop communication between
non compromised nodes that are using the same
keys. More formally, resilience fail(s) is a function
of number of compromised nodes and is defined to
be the probability that communication between two
non-compromised nodes could be eavesdropped
when nodes are compromised at random.
Communication between couples of nodes could be
eaves dropped if among the keys the nodes share at
least q keys occurred in the compromised nodes.
Scalability characterizes the ability of a scheme to
grow. The scheme is considered scalable if its
operation does not degrade when the network size
increases. A key pre-distribution scheme should be
capable to provide enough key rings to support
network extension and re-deployment. Ideally,
there should be no restrictions on the number of
nodes the network could hold.
4

PROBABILISTIC APPROACHES

The master key and pair wise key pre-distribution
scheme is slight solutions. In other words, in any
those cases, if memory need and key connectivity is
considered then resilience would compromise or
vice versa. Therefore, to conquer such
disadvantages, there is one more solution which
assures some probability that any two sensor nodes
can communicate utilizing a pair wise key. The
scheme does not, nevertheless, ascertain that two
nodes are constantly capable to compute a pair wise
key for secure communication.
4.1 Random Key Pre-Distribution Scheme [23]
In this scheme, key distribution consists of three
stages, namely key pre-distribution, shared-key
discovery, and path-key establishment. The key
pre-distribution phase of this scheme consists of
five off-line steps, namely generation of a large
pool of P keys (e.g., 217 - 220 keys) and of their
key identifiers; random drawing of k keys out of P
without replacement to set the key ring of a sensor;
loading of the key ring into the sensor’s memory;
saving of the key identifiers of a key ring and
associated sensor identifier on a trusted controller
node; every node has loaded the i-th controller node
with the common key with that node. The key predistribution phase ensures that only a small number
of keys need to be placed on each sensor node’s
key ring to ensure that any two nodes share (at
least) a key with a chosen probability; for instance
probability of 0.5, only 75 keys has chosen out of a
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pool of 10,000 keys need to be on any key ring. The
shared-key discovery phase takes place during DSN
initialization in the operational environment where
every node discovers its neighbors in wireless
communication range with which it shares keys.
The simplest way for any two nodes to discover if
they share a key is that each node broadcast, it has
in mind, the list of identifiers of the keys on their
key ring. This approach does not give an adversary
any attack opportunity that he does not already
have. For example, if an adversary captures a node
he can discover which key of that node is used for
which link by decrypting communications; and if
he does not capture a node, the adversary can
mount a traffic analysis attack in the absence of key
identifiers.
The shared-key discovery phase establishes the
regional anatomy of the sensor array as seen by the
routing layer of the DSN. A connection exists
between two sensor nodes only if they share a key;
and if a link exists between two nodes, all
communication has security by link encryption.
Notice that it is possible that the same key is shared
by more than a couple of sensor nodes, since the
key rings including keys pulled out randomly from
the same pool. This does not affect a link-security
exposure, therefore, in normal mode of operation
sensor node trusts each other and, during the
revocation phase following node-capture detection,
revocation of a captured node’s key ring ensures
that the small set of (k) keys on that ring are
removed network-wide.
The path-key establishment phase assigns a pathkey to select pairs of sensor nodes in the wireless
communication range that do not have a common
key, but are connected by two or more links at the
end of the shared-key discovery stage. Path keys
need not be generated by sensor nodes. The design
of the DSN ensures that, after the shared-key
discovery phase is finished, a number of keys on a
key ring are left unassigned to any link. For
instance, both analysis and simulations indicate that
even without special provisioning a substantial bit
of keys are left unused on key rings. Provisioning
for sufficient ring keys that are left unassigned by
the determination of key-ring size (k) can also
anticipate both the effects of revocation and those
of incremental gain of new sensor nodes, since both
may require the carrying out of the path key
establishment phase after shared-key discovery.
The analysis and simulations presented in the next
sections indicate that such provisioning is
particularly simple.
A random key pre-distribution scheme was

proposed for distributed sensor networks which are
dynamic in nature, in the sensory faculty that they
allow the addition and deletion of sensor nodes in
the network after deployment. This method
fundamentally notices on the bootstrapping
problem in sensor networks.
4.2 Q-Composite Random Key Pre-distribution
Scheme [14]
In the basic schema, any two neighboring nodes
need to recover a single common key from their
key rings to establish a secure link in the key-setup
phase. The procedure of the q-composite key
scheme is similar to that of the basic scheme, taking
issue only in the size of the key pool S and the fact
that multiple keys are applied to establish
communications instead of merely one. In the
initialization phase, we pick a set S of random keys
out of the total key space, where a card (S) is
computed. For each client, we select m random
keys from S (where m is the number of keys each
node can take along its key ring) and store them
into the node’s key ring. In the key-setup phase,
each node must discover all common keys it
possesses with each of its neighbors. This can be
accomplished with a simple local broadcast of all
key identifiers that a node possesses. While
broadcast-based key discovery is straightforward to
implement, it suffers the disadvantage that a casual
eavesdropper can identify the key sets of all the
nodes in a network and thus pick an optimal set of
clients to compromise in order to identify a large
subset of the key pool S. A more secure, only
slower, method of key discovery could utilize client
puzzles such as a Merkle puzzle [35]. Each node
could issue m client puzzles (one for each of the m
keys) to each neighboring node. Any node that
responds with the right response to the client puzzle
is therefore identified as experiencing the
associated key. After key discovery, each node can
identify every neighbor node with which it shares at
least q keys. Let the number of actual keys shared
be q', where q' ≥ q. A new communication link key
K is generated as the hash of all shared keys, e.g., K
= hash (k1‖ k2…‖ kq'). The keys are hashed in some
canonical order, for instance, based on the order
they happen in the original key pool S. Key-setup is
not performed between nodes that share fewer than
q keys. Q common keys chosen from a large key
pool instead of one common key in the basic
scheme [23] are loaded in each of the sensor nodes.
This will increase the resilience of the network
against node capture.
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4.3 Closest Pair-wise
Scheme [34, 37]

Keys

Pre-Distribution

It is based on pseudo random function (PRF) and a
seignior key is shared between each sensor and the
setup server where each sensor node share pair wise
key with a number of other sensor nodes whose has
the closest positions of the sensor node.
The contribution of [34] is twofold. First, we
develop a simple location-aware deployment model
for static sensor networks, and integrate the
location information with the random pair wise key
scheme. The resulting scheme keeps the nice
property of the random pair wise key scheme, that
is, the compromise of sensors does not contribute to
the compromise of pair wise keys shared between
non-compromised sensors. Yet, unlike the random
pair wise key scheme, this scheme does not impose
restriction on the network size. Moreover, with the
same storage capacity in sensors, the scheme
achieves a higher chance to establish pair wise key
than the random pair wise key scheme, particularly
when the deployment error is minor. The extension
to this basic scheme further allows smaller storage
overhead and easier deployment of dynamically
added sensors. Second, we develop another
location-based key pre-distribution scheme by
combining a polynomial based key pre-distribution
[5] with the location data. This strategy offers
further trade-offs between the security against node
captures and the probability of establishing pair
wise keys between pairs of sensors for a given
memory constraint. The analysis also indicates that
this scheme offers a higher chance to establish pair
wise keys between neighbor sensors and better
resistance against node captures than the basic
probabilistic scheme [19] and the q-composite
scheme [15].

excessive amount of pre-distributed keys to each
sensor node, and eliminate low priority keys to
avoid node compromise attacks and return memory
to the applications. The contribution of [36] is
threefold. First, e acquire a localization-aware
deployment model for static sensor webs, and mix
the required location information with the random
pair wise key scheme [14, 15].
The resulting scheme keeps the nice property of
the original scheme, that is, the compromise of
sensor nodes does not contribute to the compromise
of pair wise keys shared directly between noncompromised nodes. Yet, unlike the original
scheme, to attain a desired operation, this scheme
only needs a certain network density, but does not
impose any limitation on the mesh size. Moreover,
with the same storage capacity in sensor nodes, this
strategy achieves a higher chance to establish pair
wise key than the random pair wise key scheme,
particularly when the deployment error is minor.
The extension to this basic scheme allows smaller
storage overhead and easier deployment of
dynamically added sensor nodes.
Second, we build up some other key predistribution strategy by combining the random
subset assignment [35] with the expected location
information. This system offers further trade-offs
between the security against node captures and the
probability of establishing pair wise keys directly
between neighbor nodes given a certain memory
constraint.
The analysis denotes that this scheme offers a
higher chance to establish pair wise keys than the
original scheme in [35] and better resistance against
node attacks. Third, we distinguish a novel
technique, key prioritization, to improve key predistribution using post-deployment knowledge.
5

4.4 Random Key Pre-Distribution Scheme Using
Node Deployment Knowledge [17]
The most important knowledge for predistribution is the cognition of the node that is
likely to be neighbors of each sensor node. Deployment knowledge can be exhibited using nonuniform probability density functions (pdfs) which
means that the positions of sensor nodes to be in
certain arenas.
4.5 Key Pre-Distribution Using Post-deployment
Knowledge [37]
The strategy’s aim is to improve the pair wise
key pre-distribution in static sensor networks. Predistributed keys have priority based on postdeployment knowledge, following putting an

DETERMINISTIC APPROACHES

Deterministic methods, broadcast only their node
identifiers using which the shear keys can be set up.
There is no demand to exchange key identifiers.
Key pre-distribution algorithms based on deterministic methods can be characterized as below.
5.1 Polynomial based key pre-distribution
Polynomial-based key pre-distribution system is
based on pair wise keys pre-distribution source.
Therefore, these schemes overcome some of the
probabilistic pre-distribution schemes’ disadvantages. These are: (1) Any two sensors can definitely
establish a pair wise key when there are no
compromised sensors; (2) Even with some nodes
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compromised, the others in the network can still
establish pair wise keys; (3) A node can see the
usual keys to specify whether or not it can establish
a pair wise key and thereby help reduce
communication overhead.
5.1.1

Polynomial Based Pair-wise Key PreDistribution [35]

The scheme utilizes the concept of the protocol
in [5] which was developed for group key predistribution. In this section, we briefly review the
basic polynomial-based key pre-distribution
protocol in [5], which is the basis of the new
techniques. The protocol in [5] was developed for
group key pre-distribution. Since the end is to
establish pair wise keys, for ease, we only talk
about the extra case of pair wise key establishment
in the context of sensor networks.
To pre-distribute pair wise keys, the (key) setup
server randomly generates a vicariate t-degree
polynomial f(x, y) =

∑

∑

a over a

finite field Fq, where q is a prime number that is
large enough to accommodate a cryptographic key,
such that it has the property of f(x, y) = f(y, x). In
the following, was assumed all the vicariate
polynomials have this property without explicit
statement. It is taken for granted that each sensor
node has a unique ID. For each node i, the setup
server computes a polynomial share of f(x, y), that
is, f (i, y). This polynomial share is pre-distributed
to node i. Thus, for any two sensor nodes i and j,
the node i can compute the key f(i, j) by evaluating
f(i, y) at point j, and node j can compute the same
key f(j, i) = f(i, j) by evaluating f(j, y) at point i. As
a result, nodes i and j can establish a common key f
(i, j). In this approach, each sensor node i needs to
store a t-degree polynomial f (i, x), which occupies
(t + 1) log q storage space. To establish a pair wise
key, both sensor nodes need to evaluate the
polynomial at the ID of the other sensor node.
On that point is no communication overhead
during the pair wise key establishment process. The
security proof in [5] ensures that this scheme is
unconditionally secure and t-collusion resistant.
That is, the coalition of no more than t
compromised sensor nodes knows nothing about
the pair wise key between any two non-

compromised nodes. It is theoretically possible to
apply the general group key distribution protocol in
[5] in sensor networks. Nevertheless, the storage
cost of a polynomial share is exponential in terms
of the group size, making it prohibitive in sensor
networks.
5.1.2

Polynomial Pool-Based Pair-wise Key
Pre-Distribution [35]

It is a general theoretical account which is based
on polynomial based key pre-distribution and key
pool [14, 23]. A pool of randomly generated
bivariate polynomials is used to establish pair wise
keys between sensors. The polynomial pool has two
particular events. (1) When there is only one
polynomial in the pool, the basic framework
degenerates into the polynomial-based key predistribution. (2) When there is just 0-degree
polynomials, the polynomial pool degenerates into
a key pool as in Basic Scheme [23] or the QComposite scheme [14].
5.1.3
Random Subset Assignment Key PreDistribution Scheme [35, 37]
This scheme is based on polynomial pool-based
pair wise key pre-distribution. A random method is
used for subset assignment during the setup stage.
A random subset of polynomials in F is chosen by
the setup server and a polynomial share is split to
the sensor node.
5.1.4

Grid-Based Key Pre-Distribution [35]

A strategy was offered, which is grounded on the
elements of the general framework designed in
[35]. This scheme ensures that any two sensors can
establish a pair wise key when there is no
compromised sensor, provide that the sensors can
communicate with each other.
5.1.5

Location-Based Pair-Wise Keys Scheme
Using Bivariate Polynomials [34]

It is based on polynomial-based key predistribution technique and closest pair-wise keys
scheme. The aim field partitioned into small
regions called cells, each of which is linked in with
a unique random bivariate polynomial.
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5.1.6

Closest Polynomials Scheme [36]

It is a compounding of the expected position of
sensor nodes with the random subset assignment
scheme in [35] to conquer the limitations of sensor
nodes. The sensor node’s polynomials are
considered based on its expected location instead of
random choice as in the original random subset
assignment method.
5.1.7

Hypercube-Based Key Pre-Distribution
Scheme [37]

It is a generalization of grid-based key predistribution scheme [35]. It ensures that any two
sensor nodes can establish a pair wise key when
there are no compromised sensor nodes, taking for
granted that the nodes can communicate with each
other.
5.1.8

Random
Perturbation-Based
Scheme [48]

(RPB)

This scheme is based on polynomials to generate
pair wise keys. The polynomials are determined
over a finite field indicated as Fq, where q is a
prime number.
In RPB, we present the concept of perturbation
polynomial, which is specified as follows: Given a
finite field Fq, a positive integer r (2r < q), and a set
of node IDs S (S ⊂ {0, • • • , q−1}), a polynomial
set Φ is a set of perturbation polynomials regarding
r and S if any polynomial φ(.) ∈ Φ has the
following limited infection property:
∀u ∈ S, φ(u) ∈ {0, • • • , 2r − 1}.
The above definition ensures that the value of a
perturbation polynomial will not be greater than 2r
−1; it has at most r bits. This property is exploited
in the invention of the RPB scheme. Notice that,
adding a r-bit number to a l-bit number (l is the
minimal integer such that q < 2l), the least
significant r bits of the l-bit number are
immediately affected, while whether its most
significant l − r bits are converted or not depends
on if a carry being generated from the least
significant r bits in the addition process. For
instance, adding (101000)2 by (0101)2 changes its
least significant r = 4 bits, but does not change the
most significant l−r = 2 bits; however, adding it by

(1010)2 changes both its least significant 4 bits but
also the most significant 2 bits.
5.2 Matrix-based key pre-distribution schemes
In matrix-based key pre-distribution schemes, in
a network of size n all possible link keys can be
typified as a n × n key matrix, which is based on
Bloom’s concept [4]. The diminished quantity of
information is stored in each sensor node, then that
every couple of nodes can compute the correspondding area of the matrix, and utilizes it as the link
key.
5.2.1

Grid-Group Deployment Scheme [27]

Sensor nodes are uniformly deployed in a large
area instead of randomly distributing keys from a
large key pool to each sensor. Private keys are
consistently distributed to each sensor from a
structured key pool.
5.2.2

Robust Group-Based Key Management
Scheme [47]

It employs the concept of group-based key
management scheme using sensor deployment
knowledge. The sensor area is segmented into
hexagonal grids. In this scheme, limiting how to
assign B matrices and how many rows stored in
each node is very important to reach a highly
connected network. The purposes are to guarantee
neighboring groups always share some common
matrix B and neighboring nodes pick rows from the
shared B matrices with high probability.
We first select some groups and specify each of
them a distinct matrix B. These selected groups are
called basic groups. Then, for every non-basic
group, we study all its neighboring basic groups,
which is adjacent to it.
We attribute to each non-basic group the B
matrices assigned to its neighboring basic groups.
Therefore, we can guarantee any two neighboring
groups always share some common matrix B.
5.2.3

Multiple-Space
Scheme [18]

Key

Pre-distribution

It is based on Blom’s key pre-distribution
scheme and combines the random key predistribution method [23] with it; which suggests
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improved network resilience. In this method,
complete graph is transforming to a connected
graph, therefore each sensor node needs to carry
less key information. This method proposes a new
key
pre-distribution
scheme.
The
main
contributions of this scheme are as follows:
1. Substantially improved network resilience
against node capture over existing schemes.

3. Thorough theoretical analysis of security, and
communication and computation overhead
analysis.
5.3 Key pre-distribution based on graph theory
Tree-based Key Pre-Distribution Schemes

In tree-based key pre-distribution schemes,
sensor nodes are set up in a tree in which each
sensor node communicates with its parent node.
Thus, the key establishment has done between
neighboring nodes on the agglomeration tree. The
new node gets two tickets that can be affirmed by
two existing nodes randomly chosen by the network
administrator, before connecting the network. Later
in the deployment of a new node in the network, it
generates a pair wise key for its parent node. To
ship the key to the parent securely, the new node
splits the key into two portions and ships them with
its tickets to the nodes chosen by the administrator,
which affirms the new node and forwards key
materials to the parent of the new node. The desert
of a tree-based key distribution is the substantial
reduction of the memory cost.
5.3.1.1 ID-Based On-Way Function Scheme [33]
In this scheme a public one way hash function
was applied to shorten the number of keys stored in
the client. A unique ID is assigned to each sensor
node and this ID is applied to compute secret keys.
5.3.1.2 Deterministic
Scheme [33]

Multiple

Space

Blom’s

The primary idea of this method is to undermine
the connection of the network graph to progress the
resiliency of the multiple IOSs. The scheme regards
the complete twofold graph Km1, m2 instead of a
complete graph.

key

pre-

The scheme determines how many chosen keys
to designate to each key chain before the sensor
network deployment. This scheme is interested in
fixing up the components of a finite set into subsets
to satisfy certain properties.
5.4.1

2. Pair wise keys that enable certification.

5.3.3

5.4 Combinatorial
design-based
distribution scheme [10]

BIBD, SBIBD

5.4.1.1 BIBD
Blom’s matrix-based method is not arisen for the
key distribution in sensor networks. Yet, because
many key distribution schemes build upon the use
of Blom’s method, it is also identified here for
completeness. Let D be a symmetric matrix whose
dimension is
(λ+1) × (λ + 1). Let G be an arbitrary matrix of
dimension (λ+1) × n. The matrix D works as a
secret key and should be maintained as secret. The
matrix G is the matrix that can be publicly
recognized. Let A= (D⋅G) T and K= A×G, where“⋅”
denotes matrix multiplication and (D⋅G) T is the
transpose of (D⋅G). One can easily know that K is a
symmetric matrix as follows:
A⋅G = (D⋅G) T ⋅G = GT ⋅D⋅G = (A⋅G) T
(1)
The aforementioned operations are wholly
executed in the finite field Fq; that is, the arithmetic
is performed modulo q. In [18], for each node si,
the ith row vector of A and the ith column vector of
G are stored in the node si. Therefore, when two
nodes si and sj would like to build their common
key, they switch their columns of G in plain text
and then apply their private rows of A to calculate
Ki, j and Kj, i, respectively. Blom’s scheme
achieves so-called λ-secure [18], The security can
be perfectly kept as long as no more than λ nodes
are compromised. Intuitively, the security of
Blom’s scheme comes from the seclusion of the
matrix D, whereas the matrix G acts as public
information even for the antagonist. When D is
totally recognized by the adversary, Blom’s scheme
becomes insecure. In spite of such guaranteed
security, Blom’s scheme cannot be immediately
applied to wireless sensor networks because the
storage overhead grows rapidly when the security
level must be kept up in a network of large size.
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5.4.1.2 SBIBD

5.4.2

A set system or pattern is a pair (X, A) where X
is a set of v elements (points) and A is a finite set of
subsets of X called blocks. The degree of a point x
€ X is the number of blocks containing x and (X,
A) is regular of degree r, if all stages have the same
degree, r. The rank of a set system is the size of the
largest block and (X, A) is stated to be uniform of
rank k if all blocks have the same size k. A
Balanced Incomplete Block Design (BIBD) is a (v,
k, λ)-BIBD or equivalently (v, b, r, k , λ)-BIBD is
an arrangement of v distinct objects into b blocks
where each block contains exactly k distinct objects
and each object happens in exactly r different
blocks such that each pair comes together in exactly
λ blocks.
In a (v, k, λ)-BIBD, we have: λ (v − 1) = r (k −
1) and bk = vr. In particular, a BIBD is called
symmetric BIBD when b = v and therefore r = k
[41]. Symmetric (v, k, λ)-BIBD denoted by (v, k,
λ)-SBIBD.
A (q2 + q + 1, q + 1, 1)-BIBD with q ≥ 2 is called
a projective plane of order q and a
(q2 + q + 1, q + 1, 1)-BIBD is called an affine
plane of order q where q ≥ 2.
The following theorems are well-known in
combinatorial design theory (see, for proof, [41]).
Theorem 2: For every prime power q ≥ 2,
• There exists a (q2 + q + 1, q + 1, 1)-SBIBD
(i.e., a projective plane of order q).
• There exists a (q2, q, 1)-BIBD (i.e., an affine
plane of order q).
A Latin square on q symbols is a q × q array such
that each of the q symbols occurs exactly once in
each row and in each column. The number q is
called order of square.
If A = (aij) and B = (bij) are any two q × q arrays,
the join of A and B is a q × q arrays whose (i; j)th
element is the pair (aij , bij). Latin squares A and B
of order q are orthogonal if all entries of A join B
are distinct. Latin square A1, A2, ..., Ar are
Mutually Orthogonal Latin Squares (MOLS) if they
are orthogonal in pairs.
For prime power q, a set of (q − 1) MOLS of
order q can be used to construct affine plane of
order q and a affine plane of order q can be
converted to a projective plane of order q [2].

A number of easy constructions exist which can
create new BIBDs once given the existence of a
symmetric figure. The relation between affine and
projective plains can be extrapolated to other block
patterns. If B0 is any block of (v, b, r, k, λ)-BIBD,
then any two ingredients that do not belong to B0
must happen together in λ of the remaining blocks,
while any two elements of B0 must be together in λ
−1 of the remaining blocks. It pursues that the
blocks B\B0 form a BIBD when B ranges through
the remaining blocks. We shall refer to these as the
residual design of the original with respect to the
block B0. In general, the replication number of a
residual design is not constant, and the block sizes
follow no particular pattern. To work out these
problems, we can begin with a symmetric balanced
incomplete block design [43].
6

Residual design

HYBRID APPROACHES

6.1 Dynamic key
dynamic WSN

management

scheme

for

In the suggested approach, we partition the
storage of each sensor node into two pieces. We
store α pre-distributed key in the first part and β
post-deployment keys in the second division. Each
couple of sensor nodes, which are within each
other’s radio range and receive a coarse predistributed out or post-deployment key, can
communicate securely. If the two neighboring
nodes do not partake in any common key, they can
construct a post-deployment key using the
procedure which will be reported in the following
subsection.
6.2 Key Construction
Take the two neighboring nodes i and j need to
construct a post-deployment key. First, each of
these two nodes should generate a bundle with a
random number and timestamp and transmit the
generated packets to the BS through the nearest
sink node. The substance of this message can be
decoded simply by the BS. Then, BS sends the
random number of node i to node j and the random
number of node j to node i in an encrypted mode.
Ultimately, these two nodes generate the shared key
using the random numbers and time stamp.
Subsequently, we offer a detailed procedure of the
key generation phase of sensor node i. It is also
worth mentioning that the same procedure is
accomplished by sensor node j.
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1. Sensor node i compute vi and ui as follows and
transmits them to the sink node.
Ki = h ( ‖ ‖ … . ‖ ‖ ‖0)
MKi = h ( ‖ ‖ … . ‖ ‖ ‖1)
ui =
{ ‖ ‖S ‖ ‖ }
vi =
{ ‖ ‖S ‖ ui }
Ni → S1: i ‖ S1 ‖ ui ‖vi
(1)
Where α is pre-loaded key-chain size of each sensor
node, and
is the j-th key in i-th sensor node’s
key-chain. Additionally, S1 is the nearest sink node
to the sensor node i, and Ri is a random number
which is generated by sensor node i. The time
stamp of node i is ascertained by TSi and h is a
ECDSA hash function [38].
2. Node S1, sends the received message to the BS
directly or through a multi-hop track (via other sink
nodes). We concatenate a message authentication
code (MAC) to each message.
S1 → BS: i ‖ S1 ‖ui ‖vi ‖
(i ‖ S1 ‖ui ‖vi )
(2)
3. The BS is aware of the keys which are stored in
sensor node i, thus it can decrypt ui after
authenticating the message. After authenticating vi,
BS decrypts ui and achieves Ri. Similarly, node j
accomplishes the aforesaid steps. BS pulls out Rj in
the same way and checks the accuracy of TS.
Then, it generates two encrypted messages vi and ui
as follows and sends them to S1:
u'i =
{ ‖ ‖S ‖ ‖
}
v'i =
{ ‖ ‖S ‖ u'i }
BS → S1: BS ‖ i ‖ S1 ‖ u'i ‖ v'i
S1 → Ni: i ‖ S1 ‖ u'i ‖ v'i
(3)
Node S1 transmits the message to sensor node i
subsequently.
4. After picking up the message, node i verifies v'i
and decrypts u'i to obtain Rj . Next, it computes
according to the following Equation and puts it in
the post-deployment key list.
= KGF ( ‖ ‖
)
(4)
Where, KGF is a key generation function which is
similar to a hash function. If the number of keys in
post-deployment key list is more than , the key
with minimum amount of TS, will be deleted from
the list.
5. Finally node i sends ACK to the sink node [22].
=
(‖‖
‖ ‖ ‖
)
Ni → S1: i ‖ S1 ‖ ACK ‖

(5)

6.3 Key pre-distribution using combinatorial
designs for Grid-group deployment scheme
For each region keys are pre-distributed in the
nodes independently of the other region using some
existing pre-distribution scheme. There are many
randomized [23, 35, 36, 14], deterministic [1, 7, 8,
9, 33], and hybrid [7, 8, 12] schemes of predistribution available in the literature. We apply the
deterministic method because we would like to
insure that all nodes within a region can
communicate
instantly
with
each
other.
Probabilistic methods can’t support this fact. Since
deterministic designs have a template, discover
common key and path-key establishment is
effective [33]. We select the symmetric design as
given in [7, 8, 10]. Any other combinatorial method
which insures direct communication can be used
like that given in [1]. Each of the smaller regions
consists of p2+p−2 nodes, each containing p +1
keys, where p is a prime power. We do not use the
other designs using generalized quadrangles given
in [7, 8]. Though these methods result in large
network size (of the order of 3 in the number of
keys), the connectivity is very depressed. These
designs also have a large size of key pool (also of
the order of 3 in the number of keys), nevertheless,
result in very low connectivity. A low connectivity
results in the higher computation for path-key
deployment and that’s why may decrease the
battery power quickly. A large key pool size has the
advantage that the resiliency is high. Hence there is
a challenge between resiliency and connectivity.
So, depending upon the application, we can select
the key pre-distribution schemes. Here we select
the symmetric design. Here the number of sensors
is not of the form p2 + p + 1 for some prime power
p, then we select p such that n ≤ p2 + p + 1 and
distribute keys to only n sensors. First n is
adjudicated upon. Grounded along the value of n
the parameter p is selected. A maximum of r2 (p2 +
p + 184*) sensor nodes (nodes and agents) can be
tolerated.
If r = 23, p = 17, then 162403 sensor nodes can
be tolerated. We distribute the keys according to
Algorithm 1 given in [7, 8]. Let us denote the set of
keys assigned to nodes in the region Si, j by Pi j.
Each of the regions has a discrete set of p2 +p +1
keys. So the whole size of the key pool is r2 (p2 + p
+ 1). Since Pi, j ∩ Pi', j ' = 0, for
(i, j ) ≠(i', j
'), it can be assured that even if a few nodes (or all
nodes) within a region are compromised, none of
the nodes (or link between nodes) in the other
regions is affected. If two nodes share a common
key, then anIntralink is said to survive between the
nodes.
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Algorithm 1. Key Pre-distribution Using PG(2, p)
1: for Each element b in GF(p) do
2: for Each element c in GF(p) do
3:
for Each element y in GF(p) do
4:
x = −(c + by)
5:
Assign key (x, y, 1) to node (1, b, c)
6:
end for
7:
Assign key (−b, 1, 0) to node (1, b, c)
8: end for
9: end for
10: for Each element c in GF(p) do
11:
for Each element x in GF(p) do
12:
Assign key (x, −c, 1) to node (0, 1, c)
13:
end for
14:
Assign key (1, 0, 0) to node (0, 1, c)
15: end for
16: for Each element x in GF(p) do
17:
Assign key (x, 1, 0) to node (0, 0, 1)
18: end for
19: Assign key (1, 0, 0) to node (0, 0, 1)
Algorithm 2. Shared Key Discovery Using
Symmetric Design
Require: : (ai , bi , ci ) and (aj , bj , c j ), the
identifiers of nodes i and j respectively.
1: if ai = 0 and bi = 0 and ci = 1 then
2:
if aj = 0 and bj = 1 then
3:
Identifier of the common key = (1, 0, 0)
4:
else
5:
Identifier of the common key = (−bj, 1, 0)
6:
end if
7: else if ai = 0 and bi = 1 then
8:
if aj = 0 and bj = 1 then
9:
Identifier of the common key = (1, 0, 0)
10: else
11:
Identifier of the common key = (bj ci − c j ,
−ci, 1)
12: end if
13: else {When (ai , bi , ci ) = (1, b1, c1) and (aj , bj ,
c j ) = (1, b2, c2)}
14:
Identifier of the common key = (−c1 +b1
,
, 1)
15: end if
6.4 Signal based key pre-distribution
This scheme, proposes a sharing key algorithm
for virtual nodes in the network.
i. A pool of S random keys is generated.
ii. An initial virtual sensor node A drawing
randomly m distinct keys from the pool to make a
key ring of A. The coordinate of home cell of A is
(iC, iR).
iii. Begin loop 1
a. For each node that is in the cells adjacent to
home cell of A, set-up server selects k keys from A

and other (m-k) keys from key pool to set apart for
the node.
b. For each node B that is three cells far away from
home cell of A, set up server selects k keys from A
and other (m-k) keys from key pool to assign for B.
c. A←B.
iv. End loop 1 if (i, iR) = finish with i = 1..C and (iC,
j) = finish with j = 1..R.
v. Begin loop 2 (partitioned area 1: co-ordinate (i,j)
with i= iC+2..C, j = iR +2..R)
a. For each node X that has home cell co-ordinate
(iC + 3, iR+ 3), set-up server withdraws (2k– m)
common keys between two nodes that have home
cell at (iC + 3, iR ) and
(iC , iR + 3) to assign for X. To achieve m key of X,
set up server takes (m-k) keys from the corpse of
the node at (iC +3, iR ) and (m-k) keys from the
corpse of the node at (iC , iR+ 3).
b. For each node that is in the cells adjacent to
home cell of X, set up server selects k keys from A
and other (m-k) keys from key pool to set apart for
the node.
c. (iC + 3, iR + 3) ← (iC + 6, iR + 3) or (iC + 3, iR +
6).
vi. End loop 2 if partitioned area 1 = finish.
vii. Loops 3, 4, 5 are similar with the other regions.
6.5 Zone-based key pre-distribution
In parliamentary law to increase the resiliency of
EG scheme without reducing secure connection,
Du et al. This scheme (Zo-RKP) using deployment
knowledge in key pre-distribution [17]. The sensor
field is carved up into zones and nodes that are to
be deployed over these zones are grouped in
masses.
Each zone has its own key pool and the key pools
of neighboring zones share keys. Before the
deployment, the nodes of each group are stored
random keys that are chosen from the
corresponding zone’s key pool. Since the nodes of a
particular zone are likely to be neighbors after the
deployment, same point of secure connectivity is
achieved by using less number of keys per node as
compared to EG scheme. Since the nodes need to
salt away the least number of keys in their key
rings, less data is discovered to an attacker in case
of node captures. Therefore, the resiliency
increases.
6.5.1

Key Pre-distribution in Zo-RoK [31]

In the Zo-RoK scheme, the sensor field is divided
into a two dimensional grid of zones/regions1 as in
[17]. Each zone has its own forward and backward
key pools. The forward and backward key pools of
each zone are selected from global forward and
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backward key pools. Moreover, the neighboring
zones’ forward and backward key pools share keys.
6.5.1.1 Generation of Forward and Backward
Regional Key Pools:
This scheme uses different sharing factors for the
key pools of horizontal/vertical and diagonal
neighboring zones. As shown in Figure 1, vertical
and horizontal neighbor zones share n· S keys,
diagonal neighbor zones share d · S keys, where
4 (n+d) =1. The original method adopted this to
multiphase networks in Zo-RoK as will be detailed
below.

Fig. 1. Key sharing among neighboring zones

The sizes of the global forward and backward
key pools are P/2 each. For each region, backward
and forward key pool size is S/2. Generalize key
pool should have shared and regional key pool
generation mechanisms for a square sensor area
with t *t zones. For each row, t-1 horizontal
forward sub key pools are shared between
neighboring zones. For each column, t- 1 vertical
forward sub key pools are shared between
neighboring zones. The entire number of
horizontally and vertically shared forward sub key
pools becomes 2 · t (t-1), each has distinct n · S/2
forward keys drawn from the global forward key
pool. The entire number of horizontally and
vertically shared backward sub key pools is 2 · t (t1), each has distinct n · S/2 backward keys drawn
from the global backward key pool. On that point
are also distinct shared diagonal forward and
backward sub key pools in this setting. All of
diagonally shared forward sub key pools are 2 · (t1)2, each has d · S/2 distinct forward keys drawn
from global forward key pool. Similarly, the total
number of diagonally shared backward sub key
pools are 2 · (t-1)2, each has d · S/2 distinct
backward keys drawn from the global backward
key pool.
Each shared sub key pool has distinct keys drawn
from the corresponding global key pool (back or

ahead). When a key is assigned to a shared key
pool, it is erased from the global one so that it is not
reused in another shared pool. Each zone sets up its
key pool using the above mentioned horizontally,
vertically and diagonally have a common sub key
pools. For each horizontally neighboring zone pair,
the keys in a horizontally shared forward sub key
pool are set apart to the forward key pools of these
neighboring zones. A shared key pool used for a
zone pair is not reused for other neighboring pairs.
The same process is applied to the backward keys.
Likewise, the vertical and diagonal neighbor pairs
undergo the same process using vertically and
diagonally shared sub key pools. In this mode, all
shared sub key pools are utilized. The identities of
the individual keys are specified during the
assignment of shared sub key pools to zone key
pools. More formally, a forward key or a backward
key is identified using three tuples as fkx,y,i and
bx,y,i, where x and y are the indices of two
neighboring zones. The index i is the orderliness of
the key in the shared forward or backward sub key
pool, where i= 1, 2,…, n·S/2 for horizontal and
vertical neighbors, i= 1, 2, … , d · S/2 for diagonal
neighbors.
The above mentioned process of zone key pool
establishment assigns S/2 keys of non-boundary
zones; therefore, the key pool establishment of
these zones is filled in.
Nevertheless, this process puts less than S/2 keys
in the key pools of the boundary zones since they
do not have enough neighbors to share keys. In
order to match the key pool sizes for all zones,
boundary zones should fill up the remaining keys
from the backward and forward global key pools.
The entire number of missing forward keys for each
of the four corner zones is (1-2n-d) · S⁄2. The total
figure of missing backward keys is also the same.
Other than these four corner zones, there are 4 · (t1) side zones. The number of missing keys of the
forward key pool for each of these side zones is (13n-2d)· S⁄2. The number of missing backward keys
is also the same. The identities of those non-shared
keys are designated after their assignments to the
regional key pools. For the sake of standardization,
again 3-tuple identification is utilized, yet the
second zone index is set to 0, meaning that this key
is not shared between zones. Such non-shared
forward and backward keys are indicated as fk x,0,I
and bk x,0,i, where x is the index of the owning zone
and i is the order of passing from the corresponding
global key pool. The range of i depends on whether
x is a corner or side zone; i= 1, 2,…, (1-2n-d) · S⁄2
for corner zones, and i= 1, 2,…, (1-3n-2d) · S⁄2 for
side zones.
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Equally can be understood from the concluding
analysis, the backward and forward global key
pools must be passed for the shared sub key pools
and for the missing keys of the boundary zones.
Moreover, in that respect is the same quantity of
keys for both backward and forward keys in each
class. Therefore, the size of regional backward and
forward key pools, S/2, is computed as follows.

Where z

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)(

and

j  1,2,..., m (3)

Backward key pools for different generations are
made similar to forward key pools with one
difference such that the preparations should start
with the last generation, m. Because one-way hash
chains [11] are used for each of the backward keys
and they suffer to be applied from the terminal.
Thus, the first regional backward key pools are the
generation-m pools, which are officially
expressed as below:

/

S/2=

 1,2,..., Z

)

(1)

BKPzm

RoK [3] scheme, have used the generation
concept in Zo-RoK. Thus, the regional backward
and forward key pools are to be produced for each
generation. Initialize the forward key pools
generation to 0. For generation-0 forward key pool
of each zone, S / 2 keys are chosen from the
global forward key pool as described previously.
For region z, the initial forward key pool is
officially expressed as below:
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z  1,2,..., z

(4)
Each key of these key pools is the first element of a
one-way hash chain. The keys of generation m  1

i 1,2,...,(1 2n d) S / 2, if z is cornerzone are the second elements of the chains, and hence
 o
 along. The backward key pool of zone z in
 fk,,i i 1,2,...,(13n  2d)  S / 2, if z is a sidezone generation j is represented as sticks with.






, if z is a nonboundaryzone







Where

z  1,2,..., z

Where

(2)
In parliamentary law to update the keys for the
other generations, we apply the same approach
employed in RoK. At each generation, the keys are
updated with the assistance of an irreversible hash
function. Each key of the forward key pool is
hashed to generate the key pool of the following
generation. The forward key pool of zone z in
generation j is shown as sticks with:

FKPzj







fkj,,i

fkj,,i

H



fkj,1,i

, 



 BKPj  bk j bk j  H bk j 1 , bk j 1  BKPj 1 ,
z
z

,,i
,,i
,,i
,,i

z  1,2,...,Z and

j  m 1, m  2m,...,0 (5)

Here one should note that the subscript triplets of
a forward key pool are just the same as the
subscript triplets of the corresponding backward
key pool. This is especially important for key ring
generations and session key establishment that will
be discussed in subsequent parts.



fkj,1,i FKPzj 1 ,

6.5.1.2 Generation of Key Rings
Here, the process of key assignments to the nodes
was described. Each node in Zo-RoK has forward
and backward key rings, as in RoK. Each node
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picks its keys from regional key pools which is
different from RoK and randomly was selected.
In parliamentary law to facilitate the description of
the key ring assignment process, we feign that the
keys of both forward and backward key pools of
each zone are placed by their subscript triplets and
each key is put an implicit sequence number in the
range of [1,2,..., S / 2] . The grading is done in a
manner that the implicit sequence number of a

fkj,,i is the same as its

particular forward key
backward

key ring. Same f 2 (.) pseudorandom sequence
(eq. 6) is used to define the index of the backward
keys to match up the forward and backward keys in
the pair-wise key establishment phase. The only
difference in backward key ring generation is that
backward key ring of a node at generation j
includes keys in key pools of generation
GW  j  1 , where GW is a system parameter
called Generation Window. The primary reason
behind using generation window concept is to
restrict the amount of generations that a particular
key becomes useful in order to provide selfhealing.
The use of generation window concept in ZoRoK is borrowed from RoK scheme and will be
explained in the following subdivision. The
backward key ring of node A of zone z at
j
generation j, BKRid , z , is defined as below:
A
j
BKRid , z 
A

j

counterpart bk,, i .

The

ordering

function f1 (, , i ) gets the subscript triplet as
parameter and gives back the implicit sequence
number (in the range of 1,2,..., S / 2 ) of that key in
the corresponding forward and backward key pools.
There are amount of k keys on a key ring. Half of it
is for forward, the other half is for backward keys.
A number generator function f 2 (.) was applied
that gives back no repeating pseudorandom
sequence of k/2 numbers, ri , i  1,2,..., k / 2 and

GW j 1
GW j 1

 f1(,,)  ridA, z, j,i 
z
 GW j1 bk,, BKP
bk,,



i 1,2,...,k / 2

0  ri  S / 2 . These values are then applied to
define the random keys chosen from the regional
key pools. For each node, we utilize this function
with the generation, zone and node IDs in order to
set a unique random sequence for that node.
More officially, for node A of zone z at generation
j, the random index values of forward and
backward key rings are specified as below:

(8)
The

f2(idA || z || j) (ridA,z, j,i i 1,2,...,k/ 2, 0ridA,z, j,i S/2)
(6)
First, forward key ring of this node is specified
by picking the forward keys with implicit sequence
numbers of rid , z , j , i from the corresponding

number
sequence
rid A , z , j , i , i  1,2,..., k / 2 , is defined using
Equation 6, as in the forward key ring. It means, the
sequence numbers, and consequently the subscript
triplets, of the forward keys are the same the ones
of the backward keys. For model, if the forward key
ring contains

A

GW  j 1

j
node A of zone z at generation j, FKPid , z , is
A
defined as below:
FKRidj , z 
A



j
fkj,, FKP
z  f1(, , )  ridA,z, j,i

fk4j,7,22 , then backward key ring also

controls bk4,7, 22

j

forward key pool FKPz . The forward key ring of

fkj,,

pseudorandom

,

Both forward and backward key rings are stacked
away in the memory of a sensor node before the
deployment. Thus, total of k

2



i 1,2,...,k2

(7)
The
pseudorandom
number
sequence
rid A , z , j , i , i  1,2,..., k / 2 , is defined using
Equation
Second, the backward key ring is defined
similarly the indexing mechanism for the backward

.

 k2  k keys is

stored in each sensor node.
7

TABLE AND TAXONOMY

The main purpose of this report is to point out
and introduce of Key pre distribution schemes. The
summarization of the paper is followed by the
below Table of Contents:
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Dynamic key management
Combinatorial design for gridgroup deployment

Hybrid
Signal based

Zone-based
ID-based
Tree-based

Key predistribution
based on
graph theory

Key pre
distribution
Schemes

Deterministic Multiple
Space Blom’s Scheme
Combinatorial
design-based

BIBD, SBIBD
Residual Design

Deterministic
Matrix-based
key predistribution

Grid-Group Deployment
Robust Group-Based Key Management

Multiple-Space Key Pre-distribution

Random Subset Assignment
Polynomial
based key
predistribution

Polynomial Pool-Based Pair-wise
Location-based pair-wise
Grid-Based
Polynomial Based Pair-wise
Hyper-cube based
Closest Polynomials
Random Perturbation-Based (RPB)

Closest Pair-wise Keys Pre-Distribution

Probabilisti

Q-Composite Random Key Pre-distribution
Random Key Pre-Distribution
Key Pre-Distribution Using Post-deployment Knowledge
Random Key Pre-Distribution Scheme Using Node Deployment Knowledge
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Table 1: A Table that compares the different probabilistic key pre distribution scheme
Schemes

Type

Scalability

Blom[3, 4]

probabilisti
c
probabilisti
c
probabilisti
c
probabilisti
c

Not
Scalable
Scalable

probabilisti
c
probabilisti
c
Probabilisti
c
probabilisti
c

Scalable

probabilisti
c
probabilisti
c
Probabilisti
c
Probabilisti
c

Scalable

ChengAgrawal[19]

Probabilisti
c

Scalable

S-S
communicate
Through the
gateways
G-G
communicate
Through the
nodes
”

SecLEACH[49
, 50]

Probabilisti
c

Scalable

Given in[117]

Du et al[22]

Probabilisti
c
Probabilisti
c

Scalable

Given
in[52]
Given
in[97]

Blundo[5]
ES[7]
QComposite[14,
15]
Chan-PerrigSong[15, 16]
Zhu et al[62,
63]
Sadi-Kimpark[53]
MohaisenMaengNyang[48]
Huang et
al[29, 30]
SPINS[51]
LEAP[62]
Jolly et al[62]

HERO[46]

Scalable
Limited
Scalability

Key
Connectivity
1

Resiliency
t-secure

1

t-secure

((|X| − k)!)
(|X| − 2k)! |X|!
Given in[28]

((| |

)!)

(| |

)!| |!

K/|X|

Given in[182]

Not
Scalable
Not
Scalable

2/(√N +1)

t-secure

Given
in[69,70]
1

Not
Scalable
NotScalabl
e

1

O(Klog |X|)

Klog |K|

K

O(Klog |X|)

Klog |K|

Npc

O(Klog |X|)

Klog |K|

O(log N)

O(τtlog
q)
O( √ )t
log q

Given in[69,70]

Scalable

t+1

k

Given in[110]

3/ √ +1

τ(t +1)

0

K

Prevent Sybil
attack
Given
in[74](Simulation
)

Given
in[181]
Sensor:2
Gateway:
|S| +1
Comman
d node:
|G| + |S|

t-secure

Sensor:2
CH: t log
q
Sink
node: N +
m
Sensor:
m

Given in[117]

Given in[52]

L:K
H >>k
Nn :≤ k
Sn : k

Given in[97]

t+1

Computatio
n
t+1

(log )

k/|X|

1

Overhead

(t+1)
log
K

k
( )
q

Scalable

Scalable

Key
Storage
t+1

O(log N)

n, n number
of shares
O(τ
log√Nω)
O(τ log τ)

O(τ)

ωN

Low

Low

O(d2/N)

O(N)

Sensor
O(log(|S|/|G|))
Gateway
O(log|G|)

O(1)

Sensor:log⌈N/m
⌉
CH:log m

O(1)

⌈N/m⌉

O(H), H
:time to
compute
hash
function
k log k

O(τ log N)

k log|X|
k

k log k

Table 2: A Table that compares the different deterministic key pre distribution scheme
Scheme

Type

Scalabilit
y

PIKE[16]

Deterministi
c
Deterministi
c
Deterministi
c

Not
Scalable
Not
Scalable
Not
Scalable

Deterministi
c

Not
Scalable

Kalidindi et
al[35]
Du et al
[23](Hashkey)
MartinPatersonStinson[47]

Key
Connectivit
y
1/√N
Given
in[75]
Given
in[95]
k/n if in the
same group
[(n-1 )/(

Resiliency

Key
Storage

1/√N
1-

Overhead

O(√N)
6(√N/l)
(

)/

Given in[95]

(
gq

Givenin[104]

(m +1)(t
+1)

)lo

O(log N)

Computatio
n
O(1)

O(log N)

1

O(t +1)

O(t +1)

O(log N)

O(1)
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n2/λ1)]+[(n2/λ-n
)/ n2/λ−1]
mn if in
diﬀerent
group
Camtepe
and
Yener[7- 10]
(Symmetric)
LeeStinson[38]
Dong et
al[21]
LiuNing[42]
YuGuan[58,
59]
Simonova et
al[54]
DasSengupta[20
]

Deterministi
c

Not
Scalable

Deterministi
c
Deterministi
c
Deterministi
c
Deterministi
c

Not
Scalable
Not
Scalable
Not
Scalable
Not
Scalable

SHELL[57]

Deterministi
c

Deterministi
c
Deterministi
c

−1
q2 + q + 1

1

k/r+1

O(log N)

O(1)

K

O(log N)

O(1)

1

O( √ )

r-2/b-2

≈0.5

Given in[44]

O( √ )

O(1)

O(t)

t-secure

O((t +1)log
q)
N(t +1)

t log t

Nt log t

Given in[149]

O(pN/k)

O(log p′)

O(1)

Scalable

Given
in[149]
”

t-secure

Sensor:log⌈N/m
⌉
CH:logm

O(1)

Scalable

1

Given in[174]

Sensor: t
log q
CH: t log q
Sinknode:
⌈N/m⌉+ m
Sensor: c +
k

Scalable

Given
in[44]
1

O(√N)

Given in[44]

k log|X|

O(1)

Table 3: A Table that compares the different hybrid key pre distribution scheme
Scheme

Type

Scalabilit
y

Liu-Ning-Li[39-45]

Hybri
d
Hybri
d
Hybri
d
Hybri
d
Hybri
d

Scalable

Not
Scalable

Key
Connectivit
y
Given
in[91]
Given
in[95]
Given
in[23,24]
Given
in[47]
Given
in[179]

Hybri
d
Hybri
d

Scalable

1

Not
Scalable

-

Liu-Ning-Du[45](Polynomial)
Chakrabarti,MaitraandRoy[13
]
Du et al[24]
Zhou et al[13] SectionVIIB)
Givenin[13](SectionVIIA)
Erfani et al[26]
Zone-based[36]

8

Scalable
Not
Scalable
Scalable

CONCLUSION

Key pre distribution for WSNs is one of the
main concerned areas in terms of providing
security. In this paper, we provide taxonomy of key
management schemes for WSNs with their
advantages and disadvantages. We haven’t judged
any precedence schemes by tables I, II, III because
each of them has some positive and dispositive
properties. By attention to them, we can select one
of the schemes.

Resilienc
y

Key Storage

Overhea
d

Computatio
n

t-secure

s′(t +1)log q

s′
log|F|
O(t +1)

t +1

Given
in[95]
Given
in[23,24]
t-secure

(m + n)/2

Given
in[179]

Four types of
nodes

zk-

log q

k/r+1
2
ωτ log q

N
n2

9

Ns

O(z log
N)
τ log ω
O(N)

1
n2
log n

O(t +1)
z log|X|
(t +1)ω log
ω
Depends on
the type of
node
K log K
nlog n
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